A cascade C is defined as a sum of binomial coefficients c-(;Htt)-- (7) where ah > ah_x > • ■ • > a,. In this expression, we assume that (J) = 0 whenever a < h. Given a cascade C and a sequence e = (eh, eh_x,..., e,) of signs (i.e. e,, = +1 or -1 for each i), we define
.:.)*(v)--(,:,>
In the paper, we prove that for any sequence (n0,nt, ...,nf) of integers, there exist a cascade C and a corresponding sequence e of signs such that n, = ca'C for i -0, 1.s where a°C = C,alC = aC, a2C = a(a'C), and recursively, a"C = njn''"^).
1. Introduction. Let ah, ah_x, ..., a" h, t be integers with aA > a/,_i > • • ■ > a,. We shall call an expression of the form o» H?)+Cfr)+-+(?) a cascade; h is called the /tead, / the tail, h -t + 1 the length and ah -h the rawAc of the cascade C. Note that in the expression (I), each binomial coefficient ( .' ) with at < / or / < 0 is equal to zero. Also the cascade is said to be normal if at > t > 0 but not a, = t = 0. Recursively, for n > 0, a"(C) means ^""'(C)) and a°(C) = C. «5"(C), jn"(C) and pn(C) are defined likewise. It is evident that for any cascade C, 8a(C) = a<5(C) = C, ix(C) = pa(C) and p(C) = 5/1(0.
Again, let C be the cascade given in (I) and let e = (e^,e^_i,... ,£,) be a sequence of signs (i.e. each e( is either +1 or -1). We shall denote by eC the number "c-^(*)+*-i(*fl-,i)+,"+^C1)-
Notice that whenever we write such an expression we assume the sequence and the cascade have the same length.
As far as we know, cascades were first found by Kruskal [1] and play an important role in the theory of finite sets. They have been used [1] , [2] , [5] to prove the Kruskal-Katona theorem, which has the Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem as a corollary. It is well known now that given h > 1 each positive integer has a unique representation as a cascade with head h and tail > 0. It is shown in [6] that given c, h > 1 each positive integer has a unique representation of the form C -8C(C), where if (I) is C then t > 0 and at > 2/ -c for h > i > t.
Results of a different kind are obtained in [6] by attaching signs to the binomial coefficients in a cascade and then forming a family of finite sets according to certain rules. In view of all these results it is natural to study the sequence • • •, ea2(C), ea(C), C, e8(C), e82(C), ... and our main result is Theorem 1. Let «,, n2, ..., ns be any sequence of integers. Then for each positive integer N, there exist a normal cascade C with rank s -1 and tail > N, and a corresponding sequence e of signs, such that n( = eas^(C) for i = 1,2, . . ., s.
Conjecture.
We believe that some normal C and e give also «( = e8s~'(C).
2. The proof. First of all, we wish to point out that the reader may find it helpful to display the Pascal's triangle as in Figure 1 . If the binomial coefficients appearing in a normal cascade are marked in the figure, then the marks resemble water flowing from right to left: Repetition shows pB = 0 for any flat cascade B of rank i -2 and tail > 2. Eventually we find that p is a zero value pattern for row 0. Then by the first part of the proof we know that p is a pattern for row 1 and so must be a zero value pattern. Continuing we find that p is a zero value pattern for row /' -1 as required.
Corollary.
There exists a pattern for row i for each i = 0, 1, 2. Proof. We can write g = A, «, + X2u2 for suitable integers A,, X2-Then all we need to do is take a pattern q consisting of | A, | copies of px and |/x21 copies of p2 with appropriate signs.
As pointed out before, we have v0 = 1, vx = 1, y2 = 2, arising from the patterns p0 = <+l),/>, = <+l, -1> and p2 = <+l,-l,-l, + l> respectively. Let us try to estimate the value v3. Let C be a flat cascade of length 4, rank 3 and tail sufficiently large. Then we have p2C -p2 p(C) = p2 \i(C) by Lemma 1. But since ji(C) is a cascade of rank 2, we have p2ii(C) = v2, which implies 
